Partnership
Programme 2020
How to support CHASNZ in raising the standard of
health and safety across the construction industry
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1
INTRODUCTION
The CHASNZ Partnership Opportunity
Construction Health and Safety NZ (CHASNZ) is
the peak health & safety body for the construction
and building sector. CHASNZ are looking to form
supporting partnerships with the organisations that
service these areas.
CHASNZ is a registered charitable trust that is partly funded
by industry through the ConstructSafe scheme and partly
by government.

250,000 Workers

14 construction
fatalities in 2019

CHASNZ would now like to source additional much needed
funding by entering into partnering agreements with
organisations that would like to show their support for
healthier and safer lives for our construction workers.
By entering into a partnership with CHASNZ, supporting
organisations will be enabling continued work into improving
wellness, health and safety across the 250,000 workers who
make up the sector. Health and Safety is an important focus
for all in the industry and there is a significant challenge in
effecting the change necessary in coming years.

Partnership support
for the industry is
vital to our success!

Highest rate
of injury

Highest
suicide rate

Partners will be recognised by CHASNZ and
therefore by industry through marketing
and branding opportunities and CHASNZ
will undertake to work with partners on joint
opportunities for further promotion of health
and safety.
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COMPANY BACKGROUND
Purpose and Strategy
CHASNZ is a registered charitable trust dedicated to improving health and safety in the
construction and building industry.

Our Objectives:

•
•

Provide Inspirational sector leadership for health and safety.

•

Develop one voice for the industry to promote;

•

Work in partnership and provide strong connection with the government,
the regulators and the unions.

•
•
•
•

Best practice and continuous improvement.
Consistency and simplification.
Effective, end user focussed systems and practices.
A unified plan for implementation and

Best practice training and competency assessment.

The Key Industry Aspirational Goals Are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

World class health and safety performance.
Form a united and cohesive industry.
Provide consistency of standards, systems and expectations.
Engaged and empowered workforce.
Health and safety an integral part of business.
Strong leadership demonstrating respect and care.
A focus on “those at risk”.
Readily available guidance on industry best practice.
Make a step change within 5 years
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KEY AREAS OF FOCUS
CLIENT LEADERSHIP

METRICS

SITE ACCESS
REQUIREMENTS

TŌTIKA
PRE-QUALIFICATION

MENTAL HEALTH IN
CONSTRUCTION

LARGE PROJECT
LEGACY LEARNINGS

Giving industry guidance
on good client leadership
and providing a
measurement toolset

Working with the sector
to achieve consistent site
access standards for people
entering and working on our
construction sites with the
ConstructSafe Foundation
Knowledge Assessment.

Working with industry,
government and the mental
health sector to improve mental
health in the construction
industry, including support of
Mates in Construction NZ

STANDARD TOOLS

Create standards and tools
for industry such as risk
cards, guidance documents,
infographics etc.

Developed single standard
for lag metrics for industry to
use eg. injury rates

Cross recognition for Health
& Safety pre-qualification in
the construction industry.
Aim to reduce multiple
pre-qualification systems,
while raising the standard.

Facilitate shared learnings
from large construction
projects

PROJECT WHAKATIPU

A place for organisations
to share data in a safe,
confidential way and create
a large data set (lake), from
which data scientists will seek
actionable insight
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PARTNERSHIP APPROACH
Becoming a CHASNZ partner organisation is entering into a mutual long-term relationship where in
return for financial support partners will receive marketing and brand recognition across CHASNZ
material as well as work with CHASNZ on mutual engagements that promote health and safety.
Partners are ideally commercial businesses that supply goods and or services to the construction a
and building industry. It is intended that there is only one partner in each business category over a
three-year period. Partnerships are intended to be mutually and collectively beneficial for all parties
where strong relationships are formed over a long period.
The intended categories include but are not limited to:

Insurance Services

Banking Services

Information
Technology Providers

Accounting & Business
Advisory Services

Building Materials Supply

Healthcare Providers

Equipment Hire

Legal Services

Consultancy Services

Clients of Construction

Engineers & Designers
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PARTNERSHIP LEVELS

PREMIUM

GOLD

Partner level
CHASNZ to present at your event or team session

SILVER
Premium
$50,000

Gold
$25,000

Silver
$10,000

 (x4)

 (x2)

 (x1)

Sponsor of national “BlackHat” program



Joint event opportunities



Sponsor of key industry documents



Naming rights on events and tables



2 x tickets to CHASNZ annual conference



Rights to use our branding across partner media





Partner branding on selective media campaigns and material





Use of CHASNZ logo on your promotional material to demonstrate your
commitment to Health & Safety innovation in the construction industry







Access to CHASNZ collateral for your workplace







Exposure in our digital newsletters/database







Partner logo and brand affiliation on our website, social media, annual
report and promotional materials







Exclusive invitation to events







Other
amount
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LINKS
CHASNZ would like to form a long-term working relationship with partners and therefore is
intending to provide three-year partnership contracts with rights of renewal.
Below are some useful links to find out more about us:
About us video:

www.chasnz.org

ConstructSafe:

www.constructsafe.kiwi

Annual Report:

www.chasnz.org/about

Social Media:
www.linkedin.com/company/construction-health-and-safety-nz-chasnz
www.facebook.com/CHASNZ1
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MANAGEMENT TEAM
Chris Alderson
CEO, CHASNZ

Chris brings more than 30 years of experience leading business transformation
across global and New Zealand based organisations. His passion for Health and
Safety transformation drives Chris to lead and implement global Health and Safety
programmes across many of New Zealand’s leading organisations, including
Fonterra, and in his capacity as the National Consulting Health and Safety lead
at PwC.
Chris is now leading Health and Safety in the Construction sector through
Construction Health and Safety New Zealand (CHASNZ). Chris has industry and
technical experience which spans across construction, supply chain, operations,
the dairy industry, aviation, logistics, information systems, finance and safety.
Chris is a key strategic leader with a strong people focus, having led and developed
teams to achieve high levels of success, and is a recognised industry leader in
safety-critical operations, where management of critical risk is vital to any
business success.
Chris has recently been appointed the chair of Mates in Construction NZ, the newly
formed charity dedicated to suicide prevention in the construction industry.

Jon Harper-Slade

GM Health & Safety Innovation, CHASNZ
Jon is a Chartered Member of the Institute of Occupational Safety and Health and
a Certified Member of the New Zealand Institute of Safety Management.
A passion for helping people has motivated Jon through a varied career in Health
and Safety in the UK, the Middle East and Africa. Jon has worked mainly in the
Construction sector for both client and constructor organisations.
Previously GM, Construction Safety Council, Jon is now GM Health & Safety
Innovation for CHASNZ and also leads ConstructSafe, the Health and Safety
competency assessment scheme for construction.
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Roger McRae
Independent Chairperson

Rick Herd

Steve Killeen

Doug Johnson

CEO, Naylor Love

CEO, Downer NZ

MD, Tonkin + Taylor

Susan Huria

Shane Ellison

Francois Barton

Chair, Ngai Tahu Property

CEO, Auckland Transport

CE, Business Leaders Health
& Safety Forum

Graham Burke

Nigel Smith

Bill Newson

CEO, Specialist Trade
Contractors Federation

MD, Milestone Homes

National Security, E tū

The CHASNZ board of trustees, represent the whole Construction and Building sector.
Each trustee has a role to play in representing their part of the sector and advocate for the change needed.
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CONTACT US TODAY ABOUT BECOMING A CHASNZ PARTNER.
Talk to our CEO
Chris Alderson
021 473 757

Free call
0800 242 769

Email us
info@chasnz.org

